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ENGLISH II PRE-AP LITERARY ELEMENTS & LANGUAGE TERMS 

Old English Poetry Terms and Concepts 
 

Alliteration* Repetition of the initial letter at the beginning of words in a phrase or sentence. It aids 
with memorization and enhances the flow. Old English Poetry usually has two alliterating 
words in the first half line and one in the second.  
 
For example: 

Ic eom weorð werum     wide funden, 
Brungen of bearwum     ond of burghleoþum, 
of denum ond of dunum.    Dæges mec wægun 

 
Caesura A pause or break in the middle of a line. Old English poetry is divided into two half lines 

per line.  Each line tended to have four stressed syllables, two on either side of the 
caesura. 
 

Comitatus The Anglo-Saxon social structure consisted of tribal units led by chieftains (“kings,” or “lords”) 
who, theoretically at least, earned their respect from their warriors (or “retainers,” or “thanes,” 
the group being called a “comitatus”). Kings should display the heroic ideal and be known for an 
extraordinary and courageous feat or for success in war, all preceded by some boasting. The 
king must be a generous “ring-giver” too -- that is, he must dish out the spoils of war to his thanes 
rather than hoard the treasures won in tribal warfare. The thane shouldn’t survive the king (if 
your lord was killed and you retreated from the battlefield, you and your family were 
disgraced forever), and the worst fate was to be exiled or to outlast all one’s fellow warriors. The 
sense of identity came from the warrior community. 
 
*recall from other texts you have studied that the epic hero is meant to live up to the highest ideals 
of the culture. As you read the literature, consider the concepts of comitatus and ubi sunt and 
how they help the modern reader understand the values of the Anglo Saxon culture, especially an 
Anglo Saxon warrior.  
 

 
Elegaic Poetry 

 
A type of meditative poetry that laments the death of a person, a belief, a way of life, etc.  
Example: 
“The Seafarer”  
 

Kenning A kind of striking, creative mini-riddle that represents some thing or someone, usually two 
or three words (often involving a hyphen) that function in a metaphorical way; they 
replace a more concrete noun 
Examples: 
“whale-road” = the ocean; “life house” = body 
“feeder of ravens” = warrior (because ravens are notorious for eating the dead on the 
battlefield) 
 

Litotes 
 
 
 
Mead hall 

A deliberate understatement for effect; the opposite of hyperbole; usually accomplished 
by the negation of an antonym; found frequently in Old English poetry 
Example: 
“not half bad” = a good idea; “no small feat” = a difficult task.; “that was no good place” 
A mead hall was an important social institution in Anglo Saxon culture. It not only served as a 
safe haven for warriors, but was also a type of feasting hall in which a lord and his thanes 
(warriors) gathered in to feast and drink, and celebrate battle victories. The feast was a 



 

formal celebration marked by ceremonial gift-giving (e.g. you will hear several instances of 
a lord referred to as a “ring giver”). Mead-halls were also places where warriors would gather 

in the presence of their lord to boast and tell stories.  
 

  
Ubi Sunt (Latin, “Where are they?”): A literary motif dealing with the transience of life. The name 

comes from a longer Latin phrase, “Ubi sunt qui ante nos fuerent?” [Where are those who 
were before us?], a phrase that begins several medieval poems in Latin. The phrase evokes 
the transience of life, youth, beauty, and human endeavor. Many Anglo-Saxon poems such 
as “The Seafarer” and “The Wanderer” deal with this theme. Although the motif is similar to 
the Roman carpe diem motif in its emphasis on transitory existence, the medieval ubi sunt 
motif usually does not call on the reader to embrace this world's pleasures before the end 
comes, but instead grimly or sorrowfully urges the reader to reflect on mortality and prepare 
spiritually for the afterlife. 
 

 

Wergild Wergild means “man price.” Simply put, it was a system in which a monetary value was 

placed on a person’s life. This tradition allowed an individual and his family to make amends 

for a crime by paying a fine known as ‘wergild’ to the family of another man whom he had 

injured or killed. The price varied depending upon the nature of the injury and the status of 

the injured man. If an individual could not or would not pay the ‘wergild,’ the injured family was 

considered within its traditional rights to kill a member of the culprit's family of similar rank and 

status. This process often led to extended blood-feuds lasting several generations.  

 Example: When Beowulf's father Ecgtheow has killed the Wulfing Heatholaf but could not pay his wergild, 
he is forced to flee to Denmark, where the wergild is paid by Hrothgar, the king. This debt is later repaid 
by Beowulf himself when he comes to Heorot to save Hrothgar’s kingdom from the destruction and havoc 

 

.  

Artistic representation of the inside of an Anglo Saxon mead hall 


